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January 2021

Maximum Performance, Sustainability and Well-being during and after the pandemic.
CovidBeater: Unbeatable Science

Management Summary
The key to an employee’s good performance is ‘happiness’. This is no longer an
intangible variable but something that can be measured. Happiness and performance result
from empowered staff who enjoy active social and business connections.
CovidBeater© benchmarks and connects these, and other, crucial organizational

variables. It puts the right levers of organizational control precisely into management’s
hands. CovidBeater© will give managers the tools to reduce stress, improve engagement, and
achieve sustained levels of higher performance across the organization.
Results are discussed.
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Background
CovidBeater© was issued to office staff, from all organizational levels, who were

working from home because of the Coronavirus restrictions. These restrictions were first
imposed in March 2020. Responses began to be analyzed in June 2020.
We wanted to find the answers to the following questions:
1. How have people coped during the Covid19 pandemic while working from home?
2. What lessons can we take from this time of home working to make the return to the
office more bearable?
3. What can be done to improve the office of the future, starting now?
4. What can be done to make homeworking conditions better in the future?
5. What key measures affect well-being and performance?

Demographics
Gender: 58% of respondents identify as female, 40% as male, 2% as other. The
average participant’s age was 41.6 years old.
Hierarchy: 7% considered themselves to be non-management staff, 9% Junior
management, 23% middle management, 38% Senior management; 10% saw themselves as
contractors and the rest defined themselves as ‘other’ including a plumber, a locum GP, and
an electrician.
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Process
Participants complete a six-minute questionnaire. Each questionnaire carries an
additional performance measure which takes ten minutes to complete. This for the simple
reason that because performance – like the speed of a car, or the distance travelled during a
walk – is quantifiable, it can never be measured by a subjective questionnaire (see Survey
data, non-results, below).

Quality
CovidBeater© focusses high levels of scientific rigour on commercial data. This enables us to
i)

Identify which questions were useful in measuring how people were affected as they
worked from home

ii)

Discard questions that had little or no effect

iii)

Build answers into meaningful, powerful variables; each of which comprised a range of
questions to underwrite reliability. Thus we could…
a. …avoid misleading single question and consequent ‘so what?’ analysis (e.g., “75% of
people are happy working from home.” which is terrific of course, but what does it
tell us? You can be certain, for example, that plenty more than 25% will be just as
happy working from the office). Instead, we were able to…
b. Transform the data into a reliable, comprehensible, and useful (see p.8).
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Results
Variables
CovidBeater© identified nine major variables, as shown in Figure 1 (below). We pay

particular attention to the Happiness variable.

Performance
Happiness: Happiness (see below) assesses the scores across a respondent’s entire
set of answers. It is fitted onto a 100-point scale. Based on a mean score of 59,
respondents who score under 50/100 on this scale are said to be unhappy; those scoring
between 50-70 are said to be ‘OK’, while those scoring 71 and above are said to be ‘happy’.
Table 1: Intellectual performance based on Happiness
Happiness level

Score/35

Happy

19.35

OK

18.91

Unhappy

14.00*

Unhappy respondents score significantly worse than respondents who were simply OK (p=.028)

Performance data (unhappiness): A stubborn 30% of our respondents are unhappy;
some exceptionally so, scoring an average of under 10 out of 100 on the composite scale.
This compares to a mean of 59, with the highest scores exceeding 90.
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It is extraordinary, however, to find that unhappiness is associated with depressed
intellectual acuity and performance. This speaks directly to misery at work producing poor
results. In this CovidBeater© adds to 18 years of research and a database of many thousands.
Here may be one reason why the disadvantaged and less satisfied tend to perform
worse than their peers across the generations. Science strongly suggests that the reasons
behind low performances is not in a lack of intellectual ability per se, but intellect
suppressed by working conditions. Changing these working conditions can have dramatic,
monetizable effects.

Survey Data, non-results
Perceived performance. There is a widespread belief that productivity may be
measured by standard questionnaire. This is an impossible nonsense; a point CovidBeater©
demonstrates.
Just as with a car, a survey will tell you how people are feeling, how comfortable
they are, or how stressed they become.
Now consider the utility of a questionnaire when measuring a car’s performance.
Cover up the speedo and ask, “What is your top speed?”, or “How many miles per gallon are
you doing?”, or in human terms “How productive are you?” Now realize how futile and what
a waste of money surveys can be, even if they look pretty.
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To emphasize the point, CovidBeater© carries a Perceived Performance Scale,

reproduced here:
Table 2: Perceived performance ά = .88
Question

Inter item
Correlation

My performance levels have dropped

.79

I cannot concentrate as well working from home

.77

I feel more productive

.73

The scale works beautifully. It is of a high standard with constituent questions that fit
well together to measure the variable in question. No single item analysis here. So how well
does perceived performance correlate with actual performance?
Table 3: Perceived performance Versus Actual performance
Quiz Score
Pearson Correlation

1

Significance (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation

Perceived Performance
.134
.209

89

89

.134

1

The figure we need to look at in table 5 is the Significance figure, which is the middle
box on the right. For this to be a significant result – so that there is indeed a link between
Perceived and Actual performance – this figure needs to be below .05. There is as you see,
no correlation whatsoever between perception and reality. This is – barring flukes – always
the case.
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So, the next time any management consultant, architect, or planner, claims that 80%
of staff, when asked, stated that their productivity would improve following recommended
changes, you might like to say, “That’s nice.” and then forget all about it, except maybe to
count the money you have wasted.

No status difference: CovidBeater© checked for differences between females and
males, between old and young, and across the organizational hierarchy? It found that for
every demographic, across all variables including performance, the same effects applied to
everybody. While there were immense differences within the sample population as a whole
and between different businesses, no demographic group was happier or brighter than
another, none was less intelligent or significantly more miserable.
The benchmark data is shown in Figure 1 below. How would your organization
compare, do you think?
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Figure 1: The industry benchmark model showing the relationship between key variables and the mean scores on each.
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This model is developed using a technique called path analysis, which is a form of
correlation. The only causal arrow on the model is linked to performance data. Elsewhere,
we see lines of connectivity. Surveys produce correlational data.
However, path analysis does imply causation. Further, these results fit with previous
causal data (i.e., data drawn from 18 years of experimentation and research, see above).
So, we can infer causation.
Although all variables shown are important, the first three are under organizational
control. Businesses have it in their power to affect how people feel, behave, and perform.
As they affect these critical, independent variables, managers cascade consequences across
the business for good or ill.
Network strength links directly to a sense of identity with friends and associates.
Autonomy has generally increased when working from home. Workplace interaction points
to a world where access to colleagues is a vital resource. Post Covid offices and the people
who run them, haves plenty to learn from all three of these variables.
Meanwhile Wellness has nothing whatever with vegetables or exercise. Rather it is
all about feelings of ease and confidence: And it is Wellness – directly linked to management
actions – that drives the rest of the model.

CovidBeater©: The nub

Most home workers are having a reasonably successful lockdown. They are not
socially distancing (that most inept and inappropriate of phrases); they are physically
distancing while maintaining at least a semblance of social cohesion.
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CovidBeater© has identified a large minority, who find themselves in psychological

difficulty. They are having fewer conversations and feel control over their life ebbing away.
They show high levels of unhappiness and perform poorly. Companies are generally
unskilled at identifying and helping these people, yet they exist in almost every business.
CovidBeater© points to solutions for the issues it uncovers as well as maximizing areas of

organizational excellence.
CovidBeater© results can help (a) reduce stress, (b) increase happiness, (c) increase

engagement and (d) boost performance within an organization. These lessons apply now
and when we return to the new post Covid office.
CovidBeater© is unique, it:
i)

Usefully benchmarks your organization (with the further option of benchmarking
departments and even individuals)

ii)

Accurately identifies strengths and weaknesses in your operation

iii)

Provides remedies and reinforcements that will increase well-being and
performance

All this is based on advanced published science and 18 years of groundbreaking applied
research. Prices start from £1,500. This inexpensive but invaluable instrument may be the
best investment you make.
Good luck in the times ahead.

Craig Knight

Dr Craig Knight PhD MSc CPsychol HCPC
Founding Director
www.IdentityRealization.com
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/CraigKnightIDR
Twitter: @TheBritishPsych
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